Meeting Information

 Conference Line 1 (415) 930-5321
 Access Code: 386-169-436 #

 Enter your audio PIN ID #
 Technical difficulties? Email Jenna.Frkovich@iphionline.org

Webinar Instructions

Submit your questions
through the questions box
positioned on the right
hand side of your screen.
We will try to answer all
the questions today. They
will be posted on our
website at
dashconnect.org

Submit your questions here!
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CIC-START
Call for Applications
Informational Webinar
Thank you for your interest in DASH
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DASH Focus

1.

Work with grantees and
partners to test, implement, and
document innovative practices

2.

Build and disseminate
successful practices and
evidence base for the field

3.

Cultivate relationships among
experts to co-create a national
movement to support local
initiatives

Grantee
Support

Networking
and
Relationships

Evidence
Base
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All In: Data for Community Health

1. Support a movement acknowledging the
social determinants of health

2. Build an evidence base for the field of multisector data integration to improve health

3. Utilize the power of peer learning and
collaboration
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CIC-START Purpose and Activities
Purpose: To direct technical assistance and/or limited, targeted funds to
build community capacity to share and use multi-sector data.

Potential Activities
 Develop, test, and implement a collaborative multi-sector data governance
model
 Advance an existing multi-sector data system
 Engage experts to address a problem or opportunity
 Convene meetings
 Create internal or external communication or education materials
 Train others to analyze or use the multi-sector data system
 Document or codify processes
 Leverage additional funds leading to a greater, specific outcome

CIC-START Call for Applications

 Up to 6 organizations
 Up to $25,000 contracts (90% on award, 10% on final report)

 Up to 6 months project duration

Timeline
March 23, 2018:

April 16, 2018:

May 1, 2018:

Applications are due (3pET)

Awardees are notified

Contracts are initiated
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CIC-START Eligibility Criteria
 A member of All In (details in the next slide)
 Strong, active relationships among organizations in two or more
sectors that have roles relevant to specific, mutually acknowledged
community health or community wellbeing goals or objectives.

 Have a multi-sector shared data project documented to be in the
planning, implementation, scaling or evaluation phase of sharing data
or using connected information systems.
 A clearly defined problem that your collaboration can address with the
contract funds
 A 501(c)(3) organization based in the United States or its territories
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All In Membership Guidelines

 Must have one of the following:
 A current or past member of an existing community or regional collaboration
funded by an All In partner


Data Across Sectors for Health



Community Health Peer Learning Program



BUILD Health Challenge



Colorado Health Foundation – Connecting Communities and Care



Public Health National Center for Innovations

 Attended 2017 All In National Meeting
 Created a profile on the All In virtual platform (allin.healthdoers.org) by the
time of the application deadline

 Any All In member is able to apply, but communities that are not
currently funded by All In partners will be given preference
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Joining All In: Data for Community Health
peer learning collaborative

• Individual stakeholders
register and create profiles at
allin.healthdoers.org (Be sure
that everyone in your group
enters the same
“collaborative/project name”)
• The project will receive a
questionnaire to fill out details
for the Project group snapshot
• Members will complete the
Capacity Assessment
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DASH Selection Criteria

 An articulated project plan and timeline, with a clear outcome and
deliverables, responsive to the “START” criteria:
 Strategic – Degree to which the contract advances the overall
collaboration purposes and goals

 Timely – Degree to which the proposed contract address an
immediate or urgent need or opportunity
 Actionable – Likelihood that the contract is practical and can be
accomplished as planned

 Replicable – Likelihood that the lessons generated in the contract
will be instructive or relevant for other communities
 Targeted – Has a specific aim and direction, either relationally,
systematically or geographically
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DASH Selection Criteria

 A project budget and budget narrative
 Participation in the All In virtual platform with creating and maintaining
a profile, and in discussion forums, calls, webinars, and meetings
 Evidence of documented achievements in engaging stakeholders
from health care, public health, socials services, and other sectors
 Variety of non-health sectors represented in the collaboration
 How completing the contract will contribute to progress in a broader
collaborative plan towards shared data and improved health
 Description of benefits or increased capacity for associated
community organizations and sectors involved in the project
proposed
 Intention to share lessons and experience or appropriate deliverables
in the All In network
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CIC-START Awardee Activities and Support

 Update profile on the All In virtual platform (allin.healthdoers.org)
and participate in CIC-START activities there

 30-minute monthly calls with DASH staff
 Final report, exit interview and/or webinar focused on challenges
encountered, lessons learned and opportunities for adaptation and
replication
 Additional support could include:
 Staff participation in low-effort in-person meetings
 Staff support for communications and materials development
 Staff support for documentation of activities and outcomes
 Financial support for presenting at conferences or meetings
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How to Apply

Application link is found on the website:
http://dashconnect.org/cic-start/
Application Requirements
Key Contacts

Applicant Organization
Project Summary
Eligibility Criteria
Project Information Questions
Budget Worksheet and Budget Questions
Support Documents (CV, Letters of Support, Financial statement, Work Plan,
Optional documents)
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Eight Tips for a Successful Application
1. Carefully note the deadline date, time and time zone:
March 23, 2018, 3:00 pm Eastern Time
2. When experiencing difficulty with the online application
system, which may result in missing the deadline,
applicants should contact their program administrator
immediately. (info@dashconnect.org)
3. Complete your application online instead of offline.
4. Submit your application well in advance of the deadline
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Eight Tips for a Successful Application
5. Don’t create a duplicate application to replace one you started
but can’t find.

6. As soon as you've completed a section in the online application
system, be sure to use the “Save, section finished” button
located at the bottom of the screen.
7. Remember to press the “Submit” button when you've
completed your application.

8. Have a backup person lined up in advance to step in for you in
the event of an emergency.
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Questions?
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Contact Us

 For questions, contact info@dashconnect.org
 Applicant questions will be posted on dashconnect.org
and the RWJF’s application resource page
 DASH does not guarantee answers to questions asked
after March 19.
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